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STEM Newsletter
STEM Center of South Texas
Hello T-STEM Educators of Region One! The academic year is flying by! We find ourselves in February, which is the “calm before the storm.” But we as T-STEM academies
hold our students to a higher standard, so while it is important to demonstrate a good
performance on the STAAR/EOC exam, we still need to prepare the students for the
ACT, SAT and TSI to demonstrate college readiness and we need to continue to incorporate 21st century skills such as communication, collaboration, problem-solving, critical thinking, creativity, and innovation to demonstrate life readiness. The end goal is to
get students to consider a STEM pathway in step to pursue a STEM career upon graduation. There is no multiple choice answer for a doctor performing a medical procedure
or an engineer building a skyscraper or a computer programmer coding a space
launch. Although the waters may be still, you gotta keep rowing in order to get to the
STEM destination!

The Online T-STEM Blueprint is a great tool to use to make sure that you are
meeting the T-STEM benchmarks and program requirements.
Educate Texas is looking for best T-STEM practices. Here are two ways to contribute and showcase the great things that are happening at our Region One
T-STEM academies:
1. Submit artifacts to the Artifacts Repository on the T-STEM Blueprint
website.
2. Volunteer your classroom best practices to be filmed and posted
on the Teaching Channel.
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Contact Denise Devora at ddevora@cftexas.org for more information.



STEM Leaves… - Yuridia Patricia Gandy, STEM Coordinator




Digital Literacy for a Good Game to Play
Understanding today’s students as a whole
is the starting point for all educators who
work on promoting student engagement
and achievement on a daily basis. We
have been entrusted with the goal of preparing young minds with knowledge and
experiences that would shape the future
citizens in our communities. Our students
live in a digital era, and we need to recognize the fundamental changes in instructional practices that need to take place if
we are going to support the demand for
expanded communication abilities, global
awareness, and enhanced perspectivetaking. In the past, students were required
to take a foreign language to fulfill these
requirements; however, that is not enough.
In the current environment, we need to
revisit our vision for digital literacy going
beyond the use of technologies and addressing the ability to understand programming languages.
Recent educational policy changes are
bringing attention to Computer Science
courses. These courses are interdisciplinary
in nature, as they address concepts like
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geometry, functions and variables from
math, in addition to science concepts as
modeling, simulation and experimentation.
Furthermore, these courses deal with the
development of fundamental skills on
logic, problem solving and critical thinking.
In this setting, code is the tool that allows
the interaction with computers to materialize the ideas.
The Region One STEM Center of South
Texas is supporting teachers with practical
applications of creative and innovative
approaches in learning and instruction by
the integration of digital games and coding across all content areas. The approach
could be controversial, but there are clear
benefits on supplementing games as active learning components in the classroom.
MacKenty (2006) states that, “it’s the act
of problem solving that makes games so
engaging… devoid of challenge or risk of
failure, games really aren’t all that much
fun”. That notion takes me back to the
title: Could the integration of digital literacy in our core curricula be a good game
to play?...to me it is!

coding and gaming?
Opportunities / Resources
Region One ESC 4th Annual
Assessment Conference
T-STEM Academy Showcase
Start a Robotics Program
TODAY!
Conference Recap
Region One ESC Technology Conference
TSTC Challenger Learning
Center
STEM Upcoming Events
Contact Us

“What we need to understand is that instead of trying to create the perfect
lesson, we need to instead
strive to create the perfect
experience...”
Jose Fraire
Biology Teacher
Rivera ECHS, Brownsville ISD
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What’s the big deal about coding and gaming? - Sylvia Escobar, T-STEM Specialist
A LITTLE BACKGROUND...Those of you who have been a participant in my sessions or know me personally have probably
recognized my passion for all things technology and especially computer science and gaming. I am a lucky gal to be
a T-STEM Specialist at Region One during a time where these
subjects are on the cutting edge of instructional practices in
the classroom. I feel that some of you are still not yet convinced though. One of the questions that was asked of the
Commissioner of Education, Michael Williams, during the 8th
Annual Texas STEM Conference was when are Computer
Science courses going to be supported by TEA in order to
get qualified teachers to teach them.

the country. We play games because they are engaging,
bring out our competitive edge, and are rewarding. But
games also make us strategize, think critically, and problemsolve. Gaming in the classroom is a great way to get students engaged in their learning. However, it is one thing to
play a math game in which you have to zap prime numbers, and it is quite a different experience to use a platform
such as Scratch to actually create a game in which your
friends have to zap prime numbers. Can you imagine all of
the decision-making, exception handling and creativity that
would go into that? I firmly believe that a student with the
task of creating such a game would most certainly learn
what a prime number is and would more than likely rememThere is no doubt that today’s students know how to use ber it for life.
technology. Kids seem to be experts at playing video
games, using smart phones, creating visual art, and navigat- MY VIEW...But programming and gaming are not just for the
ing social media. But Computer Science is the “scientific electives. They can be incorporated in all subjects. Consider
and practical approach to computation and its applica- programming and gaming the next time you assign your
tions.” (Wikipedia) And science is “the observation, identifi- students a PBL. Instead of their products being a poster or a
cation, description, experimental investigation, and theoreti- website or a video, have them create a program or an app
cal explanation of phenomena.” (The Free Dictionary) You or a game. Foster technology CREATORS instead of technoldon’t get the SCIENCE of technology by playing Candy ogy CONSUMERS!
Crush...you get it through CREATING and PROGRAMMING
the game of Candy Crush, of TESTING your product, and RESOURCES...Here are some great website links for you and
then making necessary MODIFICATIONS to improve it. This is your students to learn more about computer programming
the process of problem-solving and coding is merely the and gaming in the classroom:
language to do it.
TED on “Computer Science if Foundational” by Hadi Partovi
SOME STATS...It is not just technology industries that are looking to hire people with computer science skills...it is EVERY TED on “Let’s Teach Kids to Code” by Mitch Resnick
industry. Other countries such as England, India, and Israel
have made computer science classes mandatory for all Many resources for Hour of Code and beyond on code.org
children between the ages of 5 and 16. It’s estimated that
only about 10% of K-12 schools in the US teach computer Learn to code with Code Academy
science, and yet, it is projected that in the next decade
there will be about 1 million more US jobs in the tech sector Learn to build websites, apps and game with Code Aventhan computer science graduates to fill them (NPR, Feb. 17, gers
2014).
Become a game designer with Gamestar Mechanic
Build new worlds with Minecraft
Make learning an adventure with Classcraft
Create stories, games, and animations with Scratch

Source: www.code.org

AND THEN THERE IS GAMING...But who says that learning
can’t be fun? More than 90% of American kids play video
games for an average of 2 hours a day (US News & World
Report, Oct. 7, 2014). How many of you readers play games
every day, whether it is on the computer, online, on your
phone, or on a gaming console? Even Sudoku, monopoly,
and Texas hold’em are games. I myself have been gaming
since I was very young from playing Scrabble with my
mother to Kings Quest with my sister to Banjo-Kazooie with
my nephew to World of Warcraft with people from all over
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From www.raspberrypi.org
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STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES:
Google Science Fair 2015 launch date is February 17, 2015
Rube Goldberg Machine Contest registration due February 18, 2015
National STEM Video Game Challenge due February 25, 2015
NASA Space Settlement Contest due by March 1, 2015
Engineering 4 U Video Contest due March 2, 2015
Cisco Internet of Things World Forum Young Women’s Innovation Grand Challenge due March 25, 2015
Young Minds Design Contest due May 31, 2015
Discovery Education / 3M Young Scientist Challenge due April 21, 2015
Siemens Competition in Math, Science & Technology opens May 1, 2015
The Region One STEM Center of South Texas will be hosting the TEAMS competition on
February 21, 2015. We have 4 teams competing from our T-STEM Academies. Please
visit the TSA TEAMS website for more information.

TEACHER/CLASS/SCHOOL OPPORTUNITIES:
Teacher Development Grants from the McCarthey Dressman Education Foundation support the development of new K-12
learning programs. Small groups of teachers are encouraged to apply for funding to help "integrate fresh strategies

that encourage critical inquiry and to observe their effects on students." Grantees then have an opportunity
to share their results with fellow educators. Projects should be designed to enrich and improve classroom
learning. Prize: Grants are available up to $10,000 for a maximum of three years. Application Deadline: April
15, 2015.
Looking for a grant to fund STEM professional development or an innovative STEM classroom project? Here are some links…
 Edutopia’s “The Big List of Educational Grants and Resources”
 Grant Wrangler
 Grants for Teachers
 NSTA (National Science Teachers Association)
 Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Grant Database
 GetEdFunding
 Pitsco
 T-STEM Blueprint Website Latest News & Announcements

For more resources, T-STEM news & announcements, check out the Educate Texas T-STEM Blueprint website!

TECH TIP’O-THE-DAY
Tired of fumbling through a YouTube video
to find the right start and stop points?
TubeChop allows you to easily chop a section from any YouTube video and share it!
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Numberkiz: Math Interactive Whiteboard
(FREE) is a learning,
teaching, recording,
and sharing tool for
math.

ScratchJr (FREE) is a platform for young children
(ages 5-7) to learn important new skills as they
program their own interactive stories and
games. Inspired by
Scratch.
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CITGO Innovation Academy alumnus, Aaron Suarez, who is currently a junior at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and
who was the Salutatorian of the Foy H. Moody Class of 2012, was
highlighted by Project Lead The Way (PLTW) during Computer Education Week. Check it out HERE.
The Sinton ISD Smith Middle School robotics team received the the
“Tournament Champion Award” by earning 1st place in the VEX Skyrise robotics tournament in Galveston this past December. This victory qualified
team 311E to compete in the US Open in Council Bluffs, Iowa on April 7 - 9,
2015, as well as the South Texas Regional, the North Texas Regional and the
West Texas Regional competitions. This is an amazing opportunity for the Sinton kids and community! Check it out HERE.
School of Science and Technology and Corpus Christi High School students
are leading the way in STEM Education. The "Solar Rays" have designed their
very own solar energy powered car. This group of future engineers has partnered with Scott Flory, owner of Bizzy Air AC & Heating, who has committed to
provide mentorship and support to ensure these students reach their goal of
competing and raising $10,000 for materials and supplies. Students aim to enter their car in the 2015 Solar Car Challenge that will take place at the Texas
Motorcar Speedway July 20-23, 2015.
http://www.solarcarchallenge.org/challenge/
http://www.sstcc.org/
http://www.bizzyair.com/
http://www.gofundme.com/lhx10s
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IDEA College Prep Alamo teacher, Marisol Garcia, presented a webinar for the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE). See her webinar titled “Turn STEM into
STEAM” HERE.
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Start a Robotics Program TODAY! - Gustavo Perez, T-STEM Specialist
For many of you, the idea of building a robot may resonate with images of Transformers, Wall-e, or even i-Robot. But for
hundreds of students across the RGV, designing, building, and testing robots is serious business.
Students throughout the region are competing and gaining local, state, and national recognition for their innovative solutions and performance at competitions. “My students competed in the TCEA competition last week and now we are advancing to state…I’m really proud of our team,” said Robotics Coach Mr. Joselito Guanzon, Mission ISD of the 2015 TCEA
High School Robotics Competition.
Specific competitions vary as do the requirements, registration guidelines, and competition rules. However, some things
remain the same – teamwork, cooperation, problem solving, and fun! Whether your teams participate in FIRST, VEX, TCEA,
or local competitions, these experiences are sure to peak their interest in pursuing STEM careers in the areas of engineering, computer science, and electronics. You don’t need to be an expert programmer or master builder to start a team –
you just need to have the will and drive to find solutions to problems and have an open mind.
These are just a few of the traits brought to life in the recent 2015 American Drama film
Spare Parts, starring George Lopez as an out of work engineer who takes on a teaching
assignment. In addition to portraying a group of Hispanic High School students who win
1st Place over M.I.T. in the 2004 National Robotics Competition, the true story is an ideal
tool to use as a motivator for your students.
Where do I begin? Useful Tips…

Start Early

Find Dedicated Coaches

Consider Afterschool Programs

Many teams begin with afterschool programs sponsored by a group of dedicated teachers. To help support your efforts,
the STEM Center of South Texas – Region One will be actively recruiting teacher participation for a week-long underwater
robotics educator institute with the University of Texas Pan American this summer. Stipends will be awarded in addition to
providing participants with educator kits to kick-off their underwater robotics programs. More details and specific dates
are forthcoming. For more information please contact Elena Oviedo at 956.984.6227 or Gustavo Perez at 956.984.6042.
Please visit the following sources for more information.
Competitions

Additional Resources

http://www.firstlegoleague.org/challenge/startateam

Get Started1

www.usfirst.org

Get Started2

www.nxtprograms.com

Get Started3

www.lego.com

Get Started4

www.tcea.org/robotics

Get Started5
Get Started6
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Our deepest gratitude to all of the Region One T-STEM Academy educators who were in attendance at the
8th Annual Texas STEM Conference in Austin. We hope that you had a great experience and that you were
able to take back best STEM practices to your campuses and districts. The Region One STEM Center of South
Texas was well represented in the following six sessions:
“Teaching Bio-Molecules Using a Hybrid PBL Approach” by Jose Fraire, Oscar Lopez, & Haydee Torres
Rivera ECHS, Brownsville ISD
“Transcending Journalism within the STEM Discipline” by Aida Martinez & Araceli Olivares
Harmony Science Academy - Laredo
“Poverty in the Rio Grande Valley” by Omar Ochoa & Diego Galvan
Valley View T-STEM ECHS, Valley View ISD
“Shakespeare Tank: The Sonnet Business” by Marisol Garcia & Evelyn Hunter
IDEA College Prep Alamo, IDEA Public Schools
“Planting Success & Harvesting Graduates”
AND
“Tech Engagement at LOW Cost!!!” by Fatih Gozuacik & Joel Alaffa
Harmony Science Academy - Brownsville
We hope that the number of conference presentations from our T-STEM Academies doubles next year! So
mark your calendars for the 9th Annual Texas STEM Conference on January 28 - 30, 2016 (location TBD)!
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The TSTC Challenger Learning Center (CLC) opened its doors in January 2014 to provide simulated space missions, science education and team building programs for students 4th -12th grade. The core experience at the
center is a two-hour simulated space mission featuring an orbiting space station and a Mission Control Center.
All programs offered by the Challenger Learning Center will provide meaningful and engaging science, technology, engineering and math activities, as well as, a focus on team-building, cooperation, and critical and
creative thinking skills. Programs are available for students and educators, as well as community groups such
as the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts.
Each 2 hour mission should consist of a minimum of 20 students and a maximum of 32 students. The CLC is capable of conducting up to 2 missions per day and can also provide a college readiness tour by exposing students to the numerous technical programs available at TSTC. The CLC is currently working on purchasing a
portable planetarium that will allow for extended learning experiences.
For more information or to schedule a mission, please contact Dilsia Contreras at (956) 364-4125 or
Rose Serafin at (956) 364-4561 or check them out HERE. There is also a video of the program HERE.
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STEM Months, Weeks, and Days...

Contact Information:
Region One STEM Center of South Texas
1900 W. Schunior
Edinburg, TX 78541
Phone: (956) 984-6227
Fax: (956) 984-7647

February
 February 22 - 28, 2015 - Engineers Week
March
 March 14, 2015 - Pi Day
April
 April 2015 - Mathematics Awareness Month
 April 4 - 12, 2015 - National Robotics Week
 April 12, 2015 - Yuri’s Night
 April 19 - 25, 2015 - National Environmental Education Week
 April 22, 2015 - Earth Day
May
 May 2015 - American Wetlands Month
 May 10, 2015 - Astronomy Day

Emails:
Yuridia P. Gandy, Science/STEM Coordinator
ypgandy@esc1.net
Gustavo Perez, STEM Specialist
gperez@esc1.net
Sylvia Escobar, STEM Specialist
sescobar@esc1.net
Elena Vallejo, T-STEM Center Proctor
evallejo@esc1.net

U.S. Department of Education
www.ed.gov/stem

STEM Website:
www.esc1.net/t-stem
Region One Staff Development:
www.esc1.net/staffdevelopment

T-STEM Center of South Texas

2014 - 2015 Professional Development Upcoming Events
February 13, 2015 - WS# 44105
STEM Engineering Strand: System Level Design Day 3
February 21, 2015 - WS# 44156
TEAMS Competition

April 28, 2015 - WS# 43722
T-STEM Alliance / Science Coordinator’s Meeting

February 27, 2015 - WS# 42712
4th Annual Region One Assessment Conference

May 7, 2015 - WS# 44110
Industry Based STEM Exploration

February 28, 2015 - WS# 44101
STEM CS Strand: Gamifying the STEM Classroom

May 20 - 22, 2015 - WS# 45168
Region One Technology Conference @ SPI

February 28, 2015 - WS# 45295
STEM Engineering Strand: System Level Design Day 4
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March 28, 2015 - WS# 45247
STEM CS Strand: Gamifying the STEM Classroom
(repeat of WS# 44101)

TBA - Summer STEM Teacher Institutes
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